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Abstract
Cotton crop is mostly cultivated for fiber production, source of livestock meal and seed oil. The oil of cottonseed used as edible

oil around the World after colza and soybean oil and ranked 3rd Worldwide. The quality of cottonseed mainly dependent on protein,

oil content, minerals and seed composition. Therefore, However, it is necessary to keeping the acceptable oil content quality. The
nutritional value and industrial usage of cottonseed is influences with formation of fatty acids in seed. There is still much unidenti-

fied physiological processes and genetic structures that enforce the levels of these metabolites in cottonseed. The expression of
homoeologous genes is inappropriate when the epigenetics and intergenomic differences are induced by the genomic association
of A and D progenitor in allotetraploid cotton. Signaling factors associated with cell growth, adaptation and development controls

the expression of RNA during transcription. Transcriptional factor of MYB-domain encoded by degraded homologous mRNAs during
mediation of miRNA that are utilized for fiber development and leaf initiation. From last many decades, scientists work on enhance-

ment of seed and fiber quality. The main nutritional function of cottonseed is oil content and very extensive studies are ongoing
on this value-added aspect. Major advancement is taken to increasing the quantitative amount of fatty acid accumulation, which is

yet needed to strengthen the requirement and increases the demand of oilseeds. The main objective of this study is to understand
the physiologically perspective of seed development and oil content accumulation. To understand the fiber biology to interpret the

molecular events which activate or suppress the initiation of fibers from epidermis cells. Because of large genomic size, presence of
low-density genetic map and restrictions in cotton transformation.
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Introduction
Cotton is the leading fiber crop and a substantial form of ed-

ible oil. Cotton seeds evolve seed coat with cellulose-enriched fi-

bers (lint) and metabolize embryonic proteins and oils. Cottonseed
is ultimate form of seed in which either filial and maternal tissue

is essential for use [38]. The main biologically useful seed tissue

in many crops is filial tissue. Like monocot seeds including rice,
wheat and maize primarily develop both protein and starch in en-

dosperm whereas dicotyl seeds such as beans and peas metabolize

such products in embryo. For each kg of lint, a cotton plant typically

produces around 1.6kg of seed. The fuzzy seed is generally used
specifically for feed or refined into different products, involving
hull, feed, oil and lint. Consequently, cotton is the fifth main oil crop

worldwide and the second most valuable source of oil and protein

with nearly 21% and 23% respectively. Subsequent large output of
cotton seeds as by product of fiber for textile industries is sustained
by persistent demand for fiber [45]. Based on the key research goal

Figure 1: Developmental phases of fiber.
Consequent fiber flexural strength approx. 21 DPA was shown

to improve fiber quality and fiber yield, the quality of cotton seed

in the wild A- and F-genome of wild species. Our developed de-

diversity appropriate for optimizing the quality of cotton seed by

morphologic evaluation of different growing cotton, particularly

was initially slightly disregarded. This ongoing human preference
for high yields and improved fiber content has limited the genetic

breeding [21]. Thus, it is important to provide a precise analysis
of physiological occurrences that decide the total compositions of
cotton seed storage reserves for maximizing seed production, efficiency, and consequently open the door to major value added by

engineering new characteristics [5]. Although this overview focuses mainly on cotton seed development and metabolic activities that
enables the seed growth and development.

Cotton fiber development: Synchronized with seed and embryo development
The development of cottonseeds, like that in other angiosperm

plants, has its existence in the double-fertilization process which
produces triploid cells that develops endospermic tissue [5]. When

zygote and endosperm are developed, the maternal seed layer
begins to distinguish from the external ovules of the embryo sac

throughout. The seed coat is an essential part of the embryo's
safety and nutritional transmission from the maternal tissue to all

parts of the seeds [44]. The fiber of cottonseed holds the seed from
scattering in some wild species. In growing seed coat, internal epi-

dermal cells enlarge steadily with anthesis to generate fibers which
are expanding and drying up into fibers and harvested at maturity
[5].

sign illustrating the physiological and developmental mechanisms
which resulted in the initiation of fiber is shown in Figure 1. Initial

most of the F- and A- genome of wild species, shows that for species
with short or long fibers, the early phases of fiber initiation and

expansion are morphologically comparable [46]. Fiber cells in both
the F- and A- genomes at 2 DPA appear as the same symmetrical

protrusion. This phase is considered a sign of gradual cell expansion, a process called to engage stimulation of the cell wall, that

has been shown to involve H2O2-mediated non-enzymatic reactiv-

ity and certain ROS that form polysaccharides [48]. The oxidation
reactions produced H2O2 enzymatically that is helpful in cell elon-

gation process. The stiffening of cell wall stimulates apparently cell

elongation and sometimes its hinder by higher level of H2O2, and

it may be enhancing the chances of necrosis and cell death. Scien-

tist evaluated that sufficient cell elongation effectively occurred
by proper levels of ROS. A loss of regulation of cellular H2O2 and

some other ROS levels triggers the shortened developmental period of the F-genome compared to the A-genome, gradually halt-

ing elongation and contributing to the development of secondary

cell wall formation (Figure 1). In order to differentiate secondary
walls in cultivated cotton fibers, H2O2 was indicated as a progres-

sion sign which shows that the prevention of H2O2 development

or the scavenging of internal H2O2 system inhibits cell wall differ-

entiation [50]. Likewise, the exogeneous H2O2 addition facilitates
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premature development in young fibers of secondary cell walls. As

ton cotyledons are minor tightly structured and encased all over

consistent with this understanding and with earlier secondary cell

and oils are gathered quickly, and proteins are the key sources of

suggested by expression variations between the F- and A- genomes

for the cellulose synthase A1 (CeSA1) gene [18], our findings were
wall development in the F-genome (Figure 1). CeSA1 is a gene par-

ticipating in the synthesis of fiber secondary cell wall and CeSA1

RNA chromatin structure have been proposed as a secondary
wall cell synthesis marker. The enhancement of level of H2O2 ex-

posed during enlargement in A-genome just like in F-genome [46].

However, A-genome fibers did not present elevated RNA levels of
stress-related genes, indicating that this lineage formed a mechanism through functional or regulatory processes to regulate ROS

levels. The A-genome fibers are upregulated and functional with

antioxidants that controlled by genes such as glutathione peroxide,

ascorbate peroxide and synthase of lipolic acid. During the further
studies by using quantitative RT-PCR found two candidate gene
that express short and long fibers. The Cop1/BONZAI (Cop1) gene
is a membrane-binding, calcium-dependent protein identified in
Arabidopsis from a mutant with a temperature-dependent growth

defective and an increased disease tolerance phenotype [49]. Even

more research has shown that Cop1 gene serves as a repressor for

the axis of embryo [8]. During 20 days of embryo development

(24-40 DPA), the weight and volume of the cotyledons are raised
carbon and nitrogen for germination and growth. The fiber retains

its thick supplementary cell wall of about cellulose in this phase of

embryo development. The forming and abscission of the epidermal

cells of the non-fiber seeds usually appears in this stage [11]. The
mature cotton seed kernel comprises about 80% of the dry weight

of both proteins and lipids. Dissimilar from many oilseed species,
including rapeseed the rapid aggregation of cotton seed proteins
correlates with the lipid accumulation [37]. The funiculus continues to dissolve after 45 DPA at ending phase of growing seed and
both fiber and seeds are decomposed due to inadequate of a vascular association. The embryo accomplishes its peak dry mass as the

amount of water reduces. Resilience and desiccation tolerance are

the strengths of embryos at that stage and remain ungerminated
[17].

Genes controlling cotton fiber initiation
Development of one out of 3-4 epidermal cells of ovule into fi-

disease resistance (R) and hence inhibits programmed cell death

ber cells is much curious phenomenon in fiber development. To

Embryogenesis

of fibers from epidermis cells [24]. Because of large genomic size,

(PCD) processes [47].

The embryo development is normally categorized in three se-

quential phases, maturation, desiccation and embryogenesis. The
endosperm stretches to the majority of post-fertilization embryonic glands after fertilization and rejuvenates the embryo in growing

stage [8]. The funiculus tights composition sustaining the embryo

and providing it with nourishment before it gradually diffuses in

growth. The cell is initially split after 3-5 days after the anthesis

(DPA). The embryo turned in the heart stage takes place at 6-17
DPA. The exclusion and formation of both vascular and embryonic
tissues at torpedo stage after 18 DPA. The enlargement of embryo

continues till 25 DPA. The symmetric developmental stage is associated with embryo and fiber. During the first 25 DPA, gradual cell

expansion begins both in embryo and fiber [11]. Zygotic progres-

sion and expansion over global, heart and torpedo stage are clearly
described, however due to various varieties and environmental fac-

tors, the schedule of the significant activities observed variable in
each phase. There are two wide cotyledons in cotton embryos that

possess phytin, lipid and storage protein except starch. Although

according to other dicotyledonous plants, including legumes, cot-

understand the fiber biology the most important step is to interpret the molecular events which activate or suppress the initiation

presence of low-density genetic map and restrictions in cotton

transformation [8], researchers have moved toward Arabidopsis
species with a clear-cut dominance in a map-based cloning and a

revolution for seeking potential evidences to regulate cotton fiber
initiation. Unicellular trichome advancing from stem or leaves in

Arabidopsis is governed by transcriptional factors belonging to R2-

R3 MYB genomic family [15]. Transcriptional factors WD40, TTG1,
GL3 and GL1 function as categorical regulator while CPC and TRY

and their enhancers act as negative regulators for the development
of trichome and patterning of root hairs. To test the R2-R3 MYBs

involvement in cotton fiber development, cDNA library of ovule

was screened by the use heterotopous probes evolve from the
preserved part of MYB DNA-binding domains and almost six MYB

genes were confirmed [16]. Among all these genes, nothing showed
fiber-clear-cut expression. Same technique was used to separate

55 more MYB cDNA from ovule of cotton and 61 of the MYB genes
were determined in cotton fiber and ovule. Despite of occurrence
of excessive MYB genes in cotton, their execution in fiber develop-

ment remains deceptive of MYB genes that were determined were
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involved in embryo and gamete formation but a gene GhMYB109

genomic expression and have offered some comprehension into the

gene GaMYB2, separated from diploid species of Gossypium arbore-

from single-cell zygotes are absolutely organized and relatively

was involved in fiber development [20]. Extremely, conversion of
trichome less GL1 Arabidopsis mutant with alternative cotton MYB

tum, recovered trichome accumulation in the mutant leaves, con-

firming the fiber MYB gene role in trichome development. Further
research results of these authors also suggested that in wild Ara-

bidopsis species the occurrence of this gene under 35S promoter

[16], almost 4% seeds of T1 transgenic plants developed from one
hair/seed [28]. Hair formation frequency is negligible and use as
an evidence that GaMYB2 can play remarkable role in the development of trichome from seed [16].

GaMYB2 gene expression in the cotton may give a reliable prove

of its role in fiber initiation. Some morphological similarities exist

in cotton fibers and trichome but there is no clear evidence available which shows that the initiation of cotton fiber is controlled
in similar ways as that of trichome. However, some experimental

observations determined that various cells types are controlled by
numerous molecular mechanisms [25]. There are various sponta-

neous cotton mutants that exhibit phenotypes of fibreless or fiber
reduced [36]. None of those mutations, however, tend to be deficient in production of trichomes. In fact, various loci have been

mapped to the cotton genome which is involved in controlling the
growth of leaf trichomes and seed fibers. Clearly, more struggles
are required to estimate the mechanisms that regulate the initia-

tion of fibers in seed and the production of trichomes from other
plant organs. Cotton fibers as sink cells are metabolically active
and use sucrose and hexose contents as a metabolites or possible
signals upon the ovule epidermis surface for their initiation and

protrusion [13]. Many lines of affirmation are homogeneous with
this statement or supportive of it. Second, there is about 150 Mm

of glucose and fructose contents in the production of cotton fibers

[16]. This concentration of hexose is twice of seed coat, estimated
at same level and almost 50 times greater than that of the leaf epi-

events that may occur in the cotton [50]. In most angiosperm spe-

cies, developmental events resulting in creation of mature seeds
preserve [43]. The first impression of developmental pathways

highly involves in the zygotic embryogenesis have been provided
by gene regulation found through mutagenesis [37].

In activating/repressing multiple gene sets, various signals

transductions pathways are involved and most are identified and

characterized by its expression. Therefore, physiological and biochemical processes are determining on seed formation [37]. T- DNA

insertion mutagenesis in Arabidopsis revealed a large number of
genes necessary for seed production and interestingly categorical
in expression pattern. Ultimately, this is necessary for developing

essential role in plant life cycle. Although little has yet been done

for understanding the genes networking and signaling pathways
needed for embryogenesis in cotton and incredible difference ob-

serve from model plants. In Arabidopsis, transcriptional factors
emphasize the embryogenesis quickly, transduction signal kinase
mediated pathway and protein that create and maintain auxin hor-

mone gradient [42]. For instance, home box (WOX) transcription
factor genes associated with WUSCHEL label fate decision of cell

during early embryogenesis. For cell division that shape domain of

the apical embryo, this gene is essential. PIN-formed genes encode
transporter-like membrane proteins that are essential for controlling the auxin transportation and the formation of embryonic api-

cal-basal axis is disrupted by PIIN1 and PINI7 mutations [2]. Seed
production is epigenetically regulated and for instance, DNA methylation is important for embryogenesis in plant and for viability
of seed. Arabidopsis plants with MET1 (METHYLTRANSFERASE1)

and CMT3 (CHROMOMETHYLASE3) produce embryos that flour-

ish poorly and have low viability. Genes that determine the identity

of embryo cells are mis-expressed and gradient of auxin hormone
in abnormal met1 are not appropriately developed [22]. Repres-

dermis containing trichome. The high ratio of hexose to sucrose

sion of root-promoting genes cascade in epical embryo domain is

Molecular regulation during seed development

associated proteins in which auxin transcriptional mediation are

shows the successful metabolism of sucrose and the heavy activity
of the sink [39].

Globally gene expression events are involved in embryogenesis

of cotton, especially early events ensuring fertilization, are still

broadly unknown, the conclusive genetic influence of production

of cotton seed and physiology [8]. Legumes and Arabidopsis are
broadly used in various recent years as a model plant for profiling

a central feature of transition process of embryogenesis, when api-

cal and basal organ consequence is formed [37]. The behavior of
operated together with the AUX/IAA proteins [22].
Somatic embryogenesis

In cotton, somatic embryos can be argued into in vitro from

meristematic cells that pass through globularly, heart shaped,
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torpedo shaped and cotyledonary stages in parallel with develop-

mental pathway of zygotic embryo in seeds [38]. Intrinsically, the

zygote is embryogenic, whereas somatic embryogenesis requires

embryogenic competence to be induced. Some similar characters

improve worth of this byproduct [14].

19

Carbohydrate regulations

Cotton fruit (bolls) are very good sinks of carbohydrate. The

between zygotic and somatic embryogenesis have been identified

fruit weight can be increased by 15 percent daily [41]. At early

to understand in detail the events that rule early embryo develop-

seed coat and its endosperm, through the funiculus [29]. Sucrose

despite these differences. The relative inaccessibility of the young

embryo to experimental manipulation is one of the major obstacles

ment in cotton [4], particularly at early stages of embryogenesis
involving only one or few cells. Somatic embryogenesis provides an
alternative approach that in some ways circumvents this problem,
as large amounts of early embryos can be induced and examined at

the molecular or biochemical level at the same time. Gene expression associated with somatic embryogenesis are analyzed using

suppression subtractive hybridization (SSH) method on somatic
embryogenic cultivar of cotton [45]. The genes encoding transport-

ers are major group of gene sensitive to somatic embryogenesis
such as LTP (lipid transfer protein). LTP gene expression is closely
linked to the first differential somatic embryo tissue and has a regulatory role in regulating the expansion of cell during embryo devel-

opment. The processing of post transcriptional and transcription

controlling is encoded by protein including zinc Finger-HD homeo-

box protein [7]. The transcriptional co-activators are responsible
for ethylene and nonsensible encoded gene with mediated mRNA

limits the protective groups and proteins that are followed this in-

duction of various transporters. Homeodomain genes play crucial
regulatory function in all multicellular species in the development

and differentiation of patterns [33]. SCR is essential in controlling

the division of the endodermis radial and initial tissues patterning
in shoot and root under the embryogenesis process [9].
Seed developmental metabolism

stages of seed development, sucrose produced in leaves through
photosynthesis is supplied to the different parts of the seed like

synthase further cleave the sucrose into UDP glucose and fructose.

And hydrolyzed in fructose and glucose by invertase enzyme. Results of several studies indicated that Sus play a dominant role over

invertase. Glucose of UDP is further carried to fiber [22]. In these
cells, it is used directly in the synthesis of cellulose which is a ma-

jor component of fiber cell. However certain hexoses are utilized to

at least temporarily produce starch in seed coats and endosperm
[37].

When starch begins to drop in the seed coat, embryos of the

cotton seeds start to starch synthesis at 20 DPA. The embryonic
starch keeps decreasing at about 40 DPA and about the same

amount of complex sugar appears as galactosidase which further

consist of raffinose and stachyose. Carbon import into the seed
ceases by about 45 DPA. At this stage non-structural carbohydrates
rearrange and this vital metabolic activity further drives maturity

processes [32]. Raffinose is produced from galactinol through the
transfer of galactose to sucrose, while stachyose is produced by a
second galactose addition. Mature cotton seeds comprise of more

than 10% of carbohydrates by weight. synthesize sucrose plays an

imperative part in the carbohydrate partitioning of young cotton

ovules and that enzymes which synthesize galactoside and sucrose
phosphate synthase are essential in the accumulation of carbohydrates in developing cotton seeds [23]. Sus is located in the cellu-

Accumulation of primary nutrients and secondary metabolites

larizing endosperm in early seed development but it was present in

have been tested and assessed as a stable, nutritive and valuable

development of cotton embryos, suggesting a significant part for

required for the germination of seed is a key feature of plant em-

bryos. Cotton seed has different types of proteins and oils which
component for animals and human beings [10]. The aggregation

of lysigenous gossypol glands comprising aldehydes of terpenoids,
especially gossypol that are very harmful to non-ruminant animals

and humans, is also marked by cotton seed [27]. Recent efforts to
understand the molecular and cellular pathways behind the bio-

genesis of seed storage compounds and the cloning many genes
which are involved in these several processes [12], have played an

integral part in the production of cotton seeds with an increased
nutritive advantage and improved functional characteristics that

embryo not at 10 DPA. Sus activity was noticed >5 times than that

of vacuolar invertase and >10 times that of alkaline invertase in the

Sus during early cotton seed development in the degradation of in-

coming sucrose [22]. A fiber less phenotype led to the suppression
of Sus expression in the cotton seed coat, while suppressing the

functionality in the maternal tissue caused in retarded and unviable seeds [1].

Synthesis of oil in cottonseed
One of the main compounds produced and accumulated during

the development of cotton seeds is oil. It consists almost exclusively
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of three main fatty acid (FAs) molecules linked to the glycerol back-

are categorized in 7S (or a-globulin) and 11/12S legumes based on

Fatty acids are carried to the cytoplasm as acyl-CoA thioesters,

[6]. The diploid genome is encoded by proteins, the mRNA stream

bone [30]. Biosynthesis of FA and TAG assembly are greatly compartmented processes located in various subcellular organelles.

and the amount of fatty acids is however converted prior to TAG

assembly and deposited in the oil bodies (also called as oleosomes)
[34]. when attached to phospholipids on the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) surface. The sugars supplying for lipid production in the

cotton seed are initially transferred in endosperm through the seed
coat in most plant species, including cotton, and then accumulate

sedimentation rates of their aggregated forms. Seed protein gene

expression is temporarily and spatially regulated in cottonseeds
for cotton seed formation comprises of 30% leguminous mRNA in
the cotton seed development. As a result, regulation of genes that
encode seed storage proteins used to form seed-specific transgene
expressions [43].

Proteins which are present in cotton seed has significant

by embryo [31]. Fructose, glucose and sucrose are among the sug-

amounts of arginine, particularly in comparison to certain le-

ways. Several transporters, like the glucose-6-phosphate translo-

deficient in cotton seeds relative to other main oils including canola

ars. Simple sucrose products produced by sucrose synthesis and
invertase are consumed via plastidic glycolytic and cytosolic path-

cator, plastid membrane-localized phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP)

translocator and triosphate translocator exchange intermediates
towards the plastid membrane [26].

Pyruvate and PEP are used as source of carbon for fatty acids

biosynthesis in plastids. Malonyl CoA, derived from pyruvate, offers

gume crops. But lysine and somewhat inadequate isoleucine and
sulfur amino acids, methionine and cysteine included, are seriously

and soybean [30]. Genetic enhancement of amino acid and storage
proteins profiles are obviously important for non-ruminant ani-

mals or humans to use as a source of protein. In recent years, lysine
content has been shown to be increased in plant seed in maize and

also cotton [43]. RNAi was specifically, the usage of RNAi to repress
the production of α-Zein in transgenic corn, subsequently the ly-

an incremental FA synthesis with a sequence of fatty acid syntheses

sine content doubled (4800 ppm). The enzyme that has multifunc-

palm (Elaeis guineensis) and sugar that accumulate in the buildup

ic corn and has an improved approximately 30-fold to promote free

as a double-carbon donor unit [6]. In recent years, contrasted tran-

scriptome and metabolome of oil that accumulate mesocarp of oil

of mesocarp of date palm (Phoenix dactylifera) to justify the causes

tion like LKR/SDH (lysine-ketoglutarate reductase/saccharopine
dehydrogenase) that induces catabolism, has involved in transgenlysine accumulation [10].

for the significant disparity in distribution of carbon among these

Oleosins

be substantially improved by an average 13 times in the palm oil

with the membrane of oil body. They perform two biochemical

carbon flow potential in plastids. Biosynthesis and conversion of

[12]. Oleosins has three regions of amphipathic N and C terminal

species [40]. Only transcripts of the 18 FA biosynthetic enzymes
involved in the conversion of fatty acids to pyruvate were found to
[19]. Pentose, plastidial hexose, phosphoenolpyruvate transporters and triosis phosphate are highly accumulated to improve the
fatty acids are most successful regulation of oils collection in palm

and possible other plants, rather than TAG assembly. Sucrose and
glucose are the primary carbon source for seed production in maternal tissue [39].

Formation of storage protein in cottonseed
Proteins which are stored in seed are produced by endoplasmic

reticulum through amino acids which are utilize by embryo and

gained further transamination. Transported through a vesicle me-

diated pathway into protein storage vacuoles [14]. Two important

categories of storage proteins in cotton seed are albumins and glob-

ulins that varying in characteristics. These proteins are produced
and localized during maturation period of cotton seed. Globulins

Oleosins are a member of a family proteins in seed connected

functions as protectors to maintain oil bodies in seeds that grow

and develop mature, and as a signal to detect fatty acids in sprouts

and a closely retained core hydrophobic region that can enter the
oil body matrix by means of the phospholipid monolayer. The N and

C polypeptide terminus are connected with the membrane of phos-

pholipid and situated on the surface of oil body [3]. Two related
encoding genes, MatP7 and MatP6, which are 77% similar, deter-

mine during cotton embryogenesis ripening and post-abscission
periods. oil bodies are successfully developed and used to purify,

replenish, or immobilize recombinant proteins in transgenic oleic
plants by leveraging the oleosin's ability to anchor on the surface of

oil bodies [34]. The seed storage protein accumulates to the N/C-

terminal never change the functional activities of oleosin domains,
and fusions remain specifically determine with oil body surface [3].

Although the oil bodies are of low density, they can be extracted
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simply by flotation centrifugation from other cellular components.

The required protein that are with the fraction of oil body are ex-

tracted effectively without expensive chromatographic measures
for protein purification. The desired protein is extracted from the
oil body using a specific protease to split through the recombinant
protein in a sequence [31].

Conclusion

The main objectives of cotton fiber genetic studies are to iden-

tify fiber cell differentiation and enlargement mechanisms and

boost fiber and seed quality. There is need to enhance the higher
oil content varieties and maximize the potential of new lines. New
advancements aimed at enhancing cotton seed oil's fatty acid com-

position to meet manufacturers' and industries' requirements. The
various agro ecological areas are required to fulfill the cotton production gap that ultimately maximize the oil content requirement.

The biotechnological and conventional approaches are utilized to
enhance the cottonseed oil production, industrial need and nutri-

tional value. This study reveals the development and regulation of
gene that expresses the seed formation and oil contents. Biosyn-

thesis of FA and TAG assembly are greatly compartmented process-

es located in various subcellular organelles. Fatty acids are carried
to the cytoplasm as acyl-CoA thioesters, internal epidermal cells

enlarge steadily with anthesis to generate fibers which are expanding and drying up into fibers and harvested at maturity, Transcriptional factors WD40, TTG1, GL3 and GL1 function as categorical

regulator while CPC and TRY and their enhancers act as negative

regulators for the development of trichome and patterning of root
hairs and fiber growth that are the highly revealed mechanisms

and regulation processes. The mutations and genetic variations are
stabilizing by conventional approaches to enhance the oil content

in cottonseeds. The cotton is vital source of valuable fiber production and enhancing the potential of by products such as biofuel,
feed and food. In this study we evaluate the fiber development and

healthy seed formation and emphasize the accumulation of oil bodies which ultimately influences the seed morphogenesis during the
physiological and biochemical developmental activities.
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